Quantum coherence allows for reduced-memory simulators of classical processes. We examine the challenges and implications of thermodynamically implementing these simulators as quantum information engines that compress a classical information reservoir. Using recent results on singleshot quantum thermodynamics, we derive a lower bound on the cost of quantum simulators of classical processes, which is achievable in the asymptotic limit. This cost can be directly compared with classical bounds to see how quantum memory compression results in thermodynamic advantage. PACS numbers: 05.45.-a 89.75.Kd 89.70.+c 05.45.Tp
dynamics [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . As a complement to their independent contributions, here we explore the thermal efficiency of quantum memory compression in physical implementations, illustrating a fruitful new cross over that elucidates how physical systems generate and process information. Specifically, rather than simulate a process using its classical optimal, minimal predictor, one can use a quantum simulator that is more efficient informationally and thermodynamically.
Complementing physics' long-lived energy calculus, computational mechanics seeks to analyze how natural systems manipulate information to produce and transform stochastic processes [17] . Simply said, it extends statistical mechanics' focus on probabilistic behaviors and stochastic patterns to include structure, information processing, and computation. More recently, computational mechanics examined the thermodynamic aspects of computation, generalizing Landauer's principle for memory erasure [18] to derive the information processing Second Law (IPSL) [19] , which describes the minimal cost of transforming a given stochastic process into another, and the thermodynamics of modularity [20] , which describes the actual costs for specific implementations of these transformations.
For both memory-and thermodynamics-focused approaches in classical computational mechanics asymptotic and single-shot optimizations often coincide. For instance, the smallest model that can reliably predict a stochastic process-its -machine-minimizes all memory metrics from the single-shot (e.g., number of memory states) to the asymptotic (e.g., memory Shannon en-tropy) [7] . This makes the -machine useful for predicting a single realization of a stochastic process, as well as for predicting many parallel realizations. Similarly, in information thermodynamics the Shannon-entropy Landauer bound on average work cost for a computation can be achieved for a single implementation of that computation [20] , again merging the asymptotic and single-shot settings.
Quantum computational mechanics recently explored how to simulate and transform classical stochastic processes using quantum systems [1] [2] [3] [4] . Generally, quantum simulators of complex processes require less memory (measured by the quantum-state von Neumann entropy) than classical (measured by the statistical complexitythe classical-state Shannon entropy) [5, 6] . While this quantum advantage holds for all memory metrics, from the single-shot to the asymptotic [7] , here an important contrast with the classical case arises: There is no quantum equivalent to the -machine that simultaneously minimizes all metrics. Rather each process has a family of quantum simulators that may each be relevant in different settings-some favorable in the asymptotic regime, with others favorable in the single-shot [7, 8] .
Quantum thermodynamics [9] , though recently advancing via thermal resource theories [10] [11] [12] [13] and single-shot thermodynamics [14] [15] [16] 21] , has not yet been applied to examine quantum simulators. However, it is known that Landauer's lower bound, as given in the form of Shannon and von Neumann entropies, is not generally attainablea more nuanced view is necessary [14, 21] . As in quantum computational mechanics, transitioning from classical to quantum regimes leads to a sharp separation between single-shot and asymptotic settings.
In the quantum regime, then, single-shot scenarios may take very different forms than asymptotic scenarios, in both their thermodynamic and memory resources. This raises the question of how classical results in the ther- modynamics of memory may be extended to quantum memory compression and quantum simulators.
To link quantum memory compression with its associated thermodynamics, we calculate upper bounds on the work cost of quantum implementations of classical simulators. Functionally, these become lower bounds on the work that can be extracted while generating a process. These bounds-achievable in the asymptotic limit of parallel generation-mirror classical results and show a direct relationship between memory compression achieved by a quantum implementation and the increase in extractable work via the same. We elucidate the nature of this relationship in multiple examples.
Ratchets, generators, and processes. By computation we mean transducing an input sequence . . . x 0 x 1 x 2 . . . into a new output sequence . . . y 0 y 1 y 2 . . . . When a computation is done online the implementation acts on a single input symbol at a time and immediately determines the output symbol based on stored memory of the past inputs and outputs. The graphical representation of such a transducer, see Fig. 1 , suggests calling them ratchets, as done previously [19] .
Without restrictions on input and output sequences and stored memory, ratchets can achieve the computational sophistication of an arbitrary Turing machine. The following, though, restricts itself to finite generators that take only a trivial (constant) input, produce as output a stochastic process taking values in a finite alphabet X , and employ a finite set S of memory states. This is sufficient to explore the central relationships between memory and thermodynamics.
A finite generator's operation is described by the probabilities Pr (s , x|s) of emitting symbol x and ending in a final memory state s , if starting in memory state s. This is depicted as the hidden Markov model (HMM) [22] in the ratchet interior ( Fig. 1 ).
An HMM is irreducible if the matrix Pr (s |s) :=
x Pr (s , x|s) is irreducible. Functionally, this means that every state s can be reached from any other state s in the state transition diagram. An irreducible HMM has a unique stationary distribution Pr 0 (s) over its memory states such that s Pr (s |s) Pr 0 (s) = Pr 0 (s ).
We let S XS ∼ Pr (s , x|s) Pr 0 (s) represent the joint random variable of the generated symbol and the memory state before and after generation. Over many time steps, we accrue the joint random variable S t+1 X t . . . S 2 X 1 S 1 ∼ Pr(s t+1 , x t |s t ) . . . Pr(s 2 , x 1 |s 1 ) Pr 0 (s 1 ). The sequence of random variables X t . . . X 1 , typically not independent of each other, describes t samples of the stochastic process simulated by the generator.
Prior results on generators and their quantum counterparts encompass those with at least the two following properties: For any process, there is a unique generator satisfying these two properties, called the -machine [17, 24] .
Given an -machine, from its stationary distribution we can calculate its statistical complexity (i.e., memory) [25] and non-Markovity N µ := H [S |X], using the Shannon entropy and conditional entropy, respectively [26] .
Physical implementations. To analyze the thermodynamics of physical implementations, we must establish rules that circumscribe what we consider physically allowed and the correspondence to thermodynamic quantities such as work and heat.
Here, we consider the resource theory of thermal operations [11, 12] . Generally, on a quantum system S we allow operations of the form: the classical memory states into the memory system H S , respectively. The auxiliary system starts in a given pure state |0 A , while the bath is taken to start in a thermal state. Following convention for information reservoirs, we consider the memory, output, and auxiliary systems to be energyless, though the bath system may have some nontrivial Hamiltonian H B . When the auxiliary and the bath are ignored, the implementation must take the form of the positive map:
Resetting the thermal bath has no associated cost-it may simply be brought into contact with a larger bath. However, if an auxiliary system is used, its reset (erasure) cost must be taken into account.
Classical implementation. Two concrete types of implementation have been considered previously. The first addresses efficiently implementing the generator via classical thermodynamics. Using Hamiltonian control, Ref. [20] showed that any stochastic channel can be implemented in a way which achieves the Landauer bound. That is, applying a channel Pr(y|x) to a random variable X, resulting in Y , can be performed with the work
). For our generators this means we can achieve the work cost per time step of:
Written differently:
This is, in a sense, maximally efficient: The work can never be made lower than Landauer's bound, so this is the best we can possibly do over all classical implementations.
In saying "maximally efficient" we refer to all efficiencies that can be achieved by classically implementing the given generator. This differs from the maximum efficiency achieved by implementing all generators for a given process. The information processing Second Law (IPSL) [19] , when applied to generators, states that the work cost per symbol for generating a process is bounded by:
is the entropy rate of the process being generated. The negative lower bound indicates that k B T ln 2 h µ is the work that can be extracted from generating the process. Generally, for a predictive generator, this cannot be achieved. The work W µ in Eq. (2) is instead our optimal rate, and W µ ≥ −k B T ln 2 h µ with strict equality only when the generator satisfies a property called retrodiction 1 [20] . However, if we note that H [S ] = H [S], then we see that
Classical generators require memory, quantified in the case of the -machine by the statistical complexity C µ . Memory cost can be reduced by embedding the memory states into a nonorthogonal quantum ensemble. This motivates the use of quantum implementations of generators.
Quantum implementations. The most quantal implementations arise when we do not even utilize the heat bath as a source of noise. Instead, we apply a unitary operator to SXA alone. This unitary is divided into two parts:
The first operation U SX evolves the memory system and the output system to achieve the necessary correlation. While the second U XA entangles the output and the auxiliary to represent the effect of a measurement device. The first takes the form:
where |x forms an orthogonal computational basis representing the generated symbols. When the generator is predictive, a unitary performing this transformation exists for any choice of the arbitrary phases φ xs [8] .
For a quantum implementation of an -machine, we can measure its memory cost by the quantum complexity For any -machine quantum implementation, we have C q ≤ C µ , with strict equality only when the -machine is retrodictive [2, 7] .
In general, the single-shot case-that implements a single copy of a generator-cannot achieve Landauer's bound. Synthesizing several results in quantum erasure and information processing [14] [15] [16] , the Supplementary Material (SM) derives our first main result: a single generator can be implemented with a work cost of no more than:
with a probability of failure less than . Rather than the Shannon entropies of the classical work, this is expressed in the smooth entropies of quantum information theory [27, 28] as applied to the states ρ S , ρ SX , and ρ X = Tr S (ρ SX ). Suppose, instead of implementing a single copy of a generator, we implement N generators in parallel, each producing an independent realization of the desired process. The Asymptotic Equipartition property of smooth entropies [27] then shows that the work rate W q := lim →0 lim N →∞ W q /N is given by:
C q , N q , and W q are functions of the quantum implementation chosen; in particular, W q = W q (φ xs ) is a function of the phases. The SM shows that this is always at least as small as the classical cost: W q (φ xs ) ≤ W µ . Combining this with the IPSL and W µ 's negativity gives:
for all {φ xs }. Thus, the quantum implementation of a predictive generator offers improvement over the classical case in the work that can be thermodynamically extracted. 2
Equations (4) to (6) are our three primary results. In the remainder, we explore in a series of example generators the relationship between the memory compres-
We find that the efficiency of compression e q = ∆ q W/ (k B T ∆ q C ln 2)-the improvement in work cost for each bit of compression achieved-is a key quantity for monitoring the behavior of quantum implementations.
where each variable is conditionally independent of the past given its predecessor:
In a sense, a Markov chain is its own generator-one in which memory states are also the produced symbols: S = X . In such a generator, which dominate in physical modeling, knowing the produced symbol X t automatically determines the next state S t+1 , as they are identical. Their non-Markovity N µ = 0 (hence the name of that quantity) and C µ = H [X].
As a consequence, the relationship between memory compression and work advantage is particularly direct. Classical work extraction is simply W µ = C µ − H [X] = 0, indicating that Markov chain generation is thermodynamically neutral at best. However, W q = C q − H [X] ≤ 0, such that quantally compressed Markov chain generators are indeed capable of work extraction. The memory and work advantages also take on a simple relationship: ∆ q W = k B T ∆ q C and so they are maximally efficient:
R, k-Golden Mean Generators. However, measurements are typically not a process' internal state; thus, we must address hidden Markov generators. In addition to non-Markovity N , another means of quantifying how distant a process' generator is from being Markov is the Markov order: the smallest integer R such that H [S R |X R−1 . . . X 1 ] = 0. In other words, R is the largest number of symbols we must see before the generator's state is known. It is infinite for most processes [29] ; for Markov processes R = 1.
A dual notion to the Markov order is the cryptic order. This is the smallest integer k such that lim t→∞ H [S k |X 1 . . . X t ] = 0. This is a more general condition than that for Markov order: consequently, k ≤ R for all processes.
There is a family of generators-R, k-Golden Mean Generators-that for each integer pair, R and k, contains a family that generates processes with Markov order R and cryptic order k, parametrized by a transition probability p. (This family is defined in the SM.) Additionally, for each R, k-Golden Mean Generator the SM shows that (i) the quantum generators are degenerate and each {φ x,k } gives the same quantum generator and (ii) the compression efficiency e q (R, k) of the quantum generator depends only on the cryptic order k. Numerical calculations for k = 1, 2, 3 are shown in Fig. 2 . Note there the apparent crypticity bound on efficiency:
Nemo Generator. Most processes [30] have infinite cryptic and Markov orders: R = ∞ and k = ∞. We explored an example of this, the Nemo Generator, whose state-transition diagram is displayed in the SM. Its behavior differs from R, k-Golden Mean Generators in two key respects. First, whereas each R, k-Golden Mean Generator has only one geometrically distinct quantum implementation, the Nemo generator's space of work and quantum compression trade-offs is one-dimensional, parametrized by the phase Φ = 2φ
Second, the efficiency bound Eq. (7) clearly does not hold. If it did, then e q = 0. Instead, numerical exploration shows e q is bounded away from zero and, incidentally, only varies within a small range, such that e q ≈ 0.3885 ± 0.025.
Two-
Step Erase Generator. The previous two generators had relatively simple quantum implementations with either complete degeneracy or only filling out a one-dimensional curve in their work-compression (W/C) charts. Notably, this is far from typical. To illustrate this, we now also examine a generator, termed the Two-
Step Erase Generator, whose compression thermodynamics is more typical. Its state-transition diagram is also given in the SM. We note first that the compression efficiency is no longer particularly helpful.
Note that the "high-advantage" regions, where both ∆ q C and ∆ q W are large, are actually spanned by only a small volume of quantum ratchets (phases), while regions with lower advantages are spanned by a large volume. This may indicate that the highest advantages are not as experimentally feasible-implementing quantum generators is a noisy process and small fluctuations could shift a high-advantage generator into lower-advantage regions.
Closing Remarks. In single-shot quantum thermodynamics, von Neumann entropy is no longer the only meaningful quantifier of cost [14, 21] . Similar results arise using memory as a resource when quantally generating stochastic processes [7, 8] . This makes comparing classical and quantum resource costs for generating a process challenging. Despite this, we derived bounds on the single-shot work cost of quantum generator implementations and showed that von Neumann entropies can be recovered as physically attainable work costs in the asymptotic limit of parallel generation. The first of these results opens the pathway for single-shot comparisons between classical and quantum resources in process generation, while the second allows direct comparison in terms of asymptotic quantities.
We analyzed asymptotic thermal efficiencies in four generator classes, demonstrating a diversity of trade-offs between work and memory advantages. For every predictive generator of a process, there is a well-defined family of quantum implementations. However, the scope of their variety ranges from simple (R, k-Golden Mean) to highly complex (Two-Step Erase) generators. Even when the family of generators is simple, there exist fascinating and complex relationships between the work advantage, memory advantage, and the generator's computational properties.
One concludes that for the predictive generators explored here one can "have their cake and eat it too" when it comes to thermodynamics and memory compression: advantage in both (∆ q C > 0 and ∆ q W > 0) can be simultaneously attained. However, this does not consider the impacts of quantum compression for nonpredictive generators, which has not been explored previously. Furthermore, it is not clear from these results alone when work advantage actually exists or when the quantum implementation simply performs exactly as well as its classical counterpart.
Elsewhere, we consider both the extension to nonpredictive generators and the more precise question of when work advantage arises. Generally, we find that compressing memory states into nonorthogonal quantum states is necessary and sufficient for strict work advantage. However, this precludes reaching the optimal work extraction rate W = −k B T ln 2 h µ achieved by retrodictors. Con-sequently, while work and memory advantage align in certain regimes, typically there are complex trade-offs. We conjecture that these will provide flexibility in engineering future quantum information processing devices.
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The Supplementary Materials calls out energy flow directionality, reviews quantum implementations of classical generators and the thermodynamic cost of these implementations, and provides details on the example calculations.
ENERGY FLOW CONVENTION
The main text appeals to a particular direction of energy flow. This is particularly at issue in applying the information processing Second Law (IPSL) from Ref. [19] . There, the IPSL is stated in the form:
where the former entropy rate is that of the output tape and the latter, that of the input tape. In short, this is in the case in which the "work done" W is interpreted as the "work the ratchet does on a work reservoir"-the work extracted.
Here, work is defined as the "work done on the tape, taken from the work reservoir", so is opposite in sign. Then one has:
And so, the rules of energy flow are consistent, appearing here just with opposite direction. With simulators, as here, h µ = 0 and therefore work is extractable while generating a process.
QUANTUM IMPLEMENTATIONS OF CLASSICAL GENERATORS
We define a classical generator as a triplet (S, X , T (x) : x ∈ X ) where T ] = 0, then we say that the implementation is thermal, as these implementations are those allowed by the resource theory of thermal operations.
In quantum mechanics, the rule of microscopic conservation [U, H S + H X + H A + H B ] = 0 brings coherence with respect to the Hamiltonian into play as a resource [10, 13] . The type of systems we consider here are what are often, in the literature of information engines, called information reservoirs: systems whose Hamiltonian is trivially flat, so that energetics does not play a direct role in their dynamics. On such systems, tracking coherence is no longer at issue, as all operators commute with a flat Hamiltonian.
Among quantum implementations, the only form that has been studied for generators is the unitary implementation, which itself is only valid for predictive generators [3, 8] . In this implementation, the bath system B is not used and the unitary operator is split into two steps, U = U 2 U 1 , where U 1 = U SX ⊗ 1 A and U 2 = 1 S ⊗ U XA .
In the first step, the evolution step, we act only on the memory and the output SX with the unitary U SX defined by the action:
The unitarity evolution of U SX in fact defines the overlap matrix Ω rs := ψ r |ψ s via the recursive formula [8] :
For any choice of phases, an overlap matrix Ω rs and unitary U SX exists.
In the second step-the measurement step-the symbol is observed, sending the pure state U SX |ψ s ψ s | ⊗ |0 0| U † SX to the mixed state in eq. (S1). This is done by coupling the system X to the auxiliary system A and applying a unitary so that:
When the auxiliary is discarded (or, more realistically, reset) we are left with the state on SX, as desired.
GENERATOR IMPLEMENTATION COSTS
This section employs the Shannon [26] , von Neumann [31] , and smooth entropies [27] . The Shannon entropy for a random variable X ∼ Pr(x) and von Neumann entropy for a system A with density matrix ρ A are, respectively:
For bipartite variables XY and quantum systems AB, these quantities beget the conditional entropies and mutual informations:
For two systems A and B with joint state ρ AB , the min-and max-entropies are given by:
where F (ρ, σ) = Tr √ ρσ √ ρ is the fidelity. The smooth entropies are optimizations of these quantities over all ρ AB within the -ball B (ρ AB ); that is, all states such that 1 − F (ρ AB , ρ AB ) < : We import the following result from Ref. [15] : Given a system S correlated with an auxiliary A, and any > 0, there is a procedure for erasing A while preserving S, with probability of failure , which has a work cost of no more than:
We use this to prove a generalization of the "detailed" Landauer cost. Suppose we have a quantum channel E we wish to implement and we do so on a system S with average state ρ S . The target state is ρ S = E (ρ S ). We perform the map in the following way. Using the Stinespring dilation of E, we couple S to an auxiliary system A in state |0 0| A and perform a unitary operation on both systems:
. At the end of the procedure we must erase A. This can be done with cost Eq. (S4). This form of the cost for implementing a channel is given in Ref. [16] . Now, we utilize a result on smooth entropies that generalizes the chain rule on von Neumann entropy [28] . We state two somewhat streamlined versions of the theorem here. For any δ > 0 and systems AB:
Applying (S5) to (S4), we have: 
Since we can perform the initial unitary with no work, this is the only work cost involved in implementing the channel.
To summarize: The channel E can be performed on the system S with a work cost not exceeding Eq. (S7). Now, suppose we choose instead to implement parallel generation of our process. That is, we have N independent systems on which we want to implement N independent copies of the channel E with probability of error less than > 0. Naturally, the work cost becomes:
Significantly, the error term does not depend on N . When we further account for the Asymptotic Equipartition Theorem of smooth entropies, we have the remarkable result for the work rate:
With Landauer's bound sandwiching the work from below, we find a tight result on the achievable work cost. By scaling error with N , for instance ∼ 2 − √ N , Landauer's bound can, in the limit N → ∞, be achieved for quantum channels. In the single-shot regime, the bound of Eq. (S7) gives us a somewhat less certain range of achievability.
This can be applied directly to the implementation of generators discussed in the previous section. In the single-shot 
Finally, consider the asymptotic limit of N parallel generators producing N independent copies of a stochastic process. The Asymptotic Equipartition Theorem again gives the result:
Our last result is the inequality Eq. (6) . We note that:
The same form can be given for W µ in terms of the Shannon entropies:
Now, in the quantum model I q (S : X) is the mutual information of the state:
Pr 0 (s) Pr(s , x|s) |ψ s ψ s | ⊗ |x x| , which can be derived from the classical variables S X by the local mappings, s → |ψ s and x → |x . Then by the data processing inequality, I q (S : X) ≤ I (S : X). This proves that W q ≤ W µ .
EXAMPLE GENERATORS
Understanding the behavior of our examples (see Eq. (S1)) requires discussing the gauge properties of quantum implementations.
The physical properties of each quantum generator are entirely determined by its overlap matrix Ω rs = ψ r |ψ s . However, this in itself contains nonphysical degrees of freedom [7] . None of the invariant geometry of our generators is modified when under the transformation |ψ s → e iΨs |ψ s on the signal states. Thus, these represent a gauge transformation. In terms of the overlap matrix, this means that our generators are invariant under the transformations Ω rs → e i(Ψs−Ψr) Ω rs .
It is helpful (especially for the Nemo process) to consider these gauge properties in terms of how they act on the phases {φ xs } that determine the quantum generator. Applying the gauge transformation to the consistency formula gives: Consequently, the efficiency eq depends on this quantity and the parameter p. Numerical exploration shows that the variation of eq due to Φ is quite small in amplitude and varies sinusoidally. We plot this variation for p = 0.5. (f) For general p, q, r of the Two-Step Erase process (showing p = 1/2, q = 1/5, and r = 2/5 here), we find a complex relationship between ∆qW and ∆qC appears. This is not captured by a single efficiency eq. The density in the plot assumes uniform distribution over phases {φxs}, with blue indicating low density and yellow indicating high density.
where:φ
is the induced transformation on the generator's phases. Eq. (S11) can be taken as a fundamental description of the gauge transformation.
Using Eq. (S11) allows us to determine the gauge invariants-that is, combinations of the phases {φ xs } that do not change under a gauge transformation. In this case, the gauge invariants are best understood graphically, in terms of the hidden Markov models from before. Each phase {φ xs } can be understood as being assigned to an edge, while each phase in the gauge transformation {Ψ s } can be seen as being assigned to a state.
For each loop of edges, we can take a linear combination of the constituent edges' phases φ xs , adding positive and negative signs based on the direction of the edges. These loop sums are the gauge invariants. For instance, the Nemo process has Φ 0 = φ 0A , Φ 1 = φ 1C − φ 0C , and Φ 2 = φ 1A + φ 1B + φ 1C as gauge invariants.
(R, k)-Golden Mean Generators
An R, k-Golden Mean Generator is one with R + k memory states. These states can be considered to belong to two groups: the A state, which is the only nondeterministic state and the B-states B ≡ {B 1 , . . . , B 
